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MARITIME 

 
WEIGHING OF CONTAINERS PROPOSAL ADOPTED BY IMO 
 
The International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) safety committee has approved this week the 
amendments to the Safety of Life at Sea (Solas) convention that will introduce a mandatory 
requirement  for the certificated verification of container weights prior to loading on board an 
export vessel. The amendment to Solas still has to be adopted by the IMO’s Maritime Safety 
Committee (MSC) when it sits in November before the new rules enter into force in July 2016. 
 
CLECAT and FIATA have been communicating with members on the issue over the last 3 years. 
Members’ views held that measures which impose additional bureaucracy on shippers for 
each shipped container are not proportionate, because the vast majority of containers are 
shipped in perfect regularity and pose no problem at all. Members’ views were also suggesting 
that there should be greater use of intelligence, but mandating the weighing of all containers 
all over the world would be far from practical.  Following these strong concerns from freight 
forwarders and shippers the debate prompted by this proposal shifted to where in the supply 
chain the container will be weighed.  
 
Nicolette van der Jagt, Director General of CLECAT said: ‘this decision comes at no surprise and 
in view of the political support for the proposals to amend Solas, the final compromise which 
includes two methods for verification, seems to be a best possible outcome for shippers and 
freight forwarders as it allows for a flexible and workable solution which can be adopted by 
industry without too many delays in the supply chain.” 
 
The World Shippers’ Council praised the IMO for agreeing the Solas amendments and for its 
leadership in “trying to ensure the safe transportation of cargo by the international shipping 
industry”.  The WSC also congratulated the IMO’s safety committee on issuing implementation 
guidelines to assist supply chain participants. 

 
ESPO’S GOTHENBURG MEMORANDUM OUTLINES SIX PRIORITIES  
 
The ESPO annual conference event concluded this week with the presentation of ESPO’s 
memorandum for the European elections in which European port authorities identify six 
points of attention for the incoming Parliament and Commission: 
1. Important role of transport and ports in the move towards economic growth 
2. No ports no industry 
3. Ports in the TEN-T policy: from word to action 
4. The internal market for maritime transport, no time to waste 
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5. European ports in an economic, societal and environmental context 
6. A ports policy that empowers Europe’s ports to meet tomorrow’s challenges 
 
Other highlights of the Conference were:  Clear plea for more clarity on state aid from both 
the port sector and the Council. In his keynote speech, the Greek Minister for Shipping, 
Maritime Affairs and the Aegean and President of the Transport Council, Miltiadis Varvitsiotis, 
asked the new Commission to come up “with a stable and clear framework for state aid in 
ports in order to ensure that each investment does not have to be investigated on a case by 
case basis. This case by case approach causes delays in investments and harms the 
competitiveness of European ports”.   The Commission from its side considers that some basic 
principles on transparency as provided for in the Port Regulation proposal are a pre-condition 
for developing a framework on state aid for ports.  In his intervention on Thursday afternoon, 
Olivier Onidi, Director for the European Mobility Network in DG MOVE spoke about “a two-
step approach”. 
 

TRANSPORT ORGANISATIONS SENT STATEMENT ON STATE AID CLEARANCE WITHIN TEN-T 
 
The European Sea Ports Organisation (ESPO), together with several associations in the 
transport sector, sent a common statement to the European Commission on state aid 
clearance in the context of TEN-T projects on 19 May. 
 
The undersigning associations in the transport sector consist of ESPO, the European 
Association with tolled motorways, bridges and tunnels (ASECAP), the Community of European 
Railway and Infrastructure Companies (CER), the European Federation of Inland Ports (EFIP), 
the European Rail Infrastructure Managers (EIM), and the International Road Transport Union 
(IRU). 
 
The associations ask to streamline procedures within the European Commission in such a way 
as to ensure that the compatibility of all elements of the funding of a project with EU law can 
be assessed during the general TEN-T application process. A positive TEN-T funding decision 
should entail the legal certainty that the possible use of state aid for the same project will not 
be too easily challenged at a later stage. 
 
Click here to access the full statement 
  

ROAD  
 

UPDATED ECMT MULTILATERAL QUOTA USER GUIDE PUBLISHED  
 
The International Road Transport Union (IRU) and the International Transport Forum (ITF) 
have partnered again for the joint publication of the 2014 European Conference of Ministers 
of Transport (ECMT) Multilateral Quota User Guide.  
  
This ECMT User Guide provides transport operators with the list of all documents required on 
board a vehicle when making transport operations under an ECMT multilateral licence, as well 
as other key information on the correct use of ECMT licences. 
  

http://www.espo.be/images/stories/News/espo_news/2014/espo%20press%202014.05.19%20common%20statement%20transport%20sector%20ipcei%20final.pdf
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The new edition of the User Guide reflects the introduction of the EURO VI lorries into the 
system from 1 January 2014 and provides a set of mandatory certificates for the latest 
categories of vehicles operating under the ECMT Multilateral quota. 
  
“The ECMT Multilateral Quota of road freight licences established by Transport Ministers back 
in 1973 is a useful tool for facilitating efficient and environmentally sound road freight 
operations in Europe. It provides facilitated access to road transport markets of 43 European 
countries”, said ITF Secretary-General, José Viegas, commenting on the release. "I am 
convinced that this User Guide, which is also available online, will be highly appreciated by the 
officials of member country ministries, as well as by hauliers.” 
  
IRU Secretary General, Umberto de Pretto, added: “The ECMT Multilateral Quota System is the 
symbol of high quality in international road transport. This joint IRU-ITF publication will be a 
very useful guide and practical tool for transport operators and managers in their day-to-day 
operations.”  
 
Click here to download the ECMT Multilateral Quota: User Guide 
 

RAIL  
 

COMBINED TRANSPORT OPERATORS REPORT ON GROWTH     
 
On 15 May the General Assembly of UIRR has drawn the balance of the business year of 
European Combined Transport and its industry association, UIRR.  European Combined 
Transport Operators and Terminal Managers belonging to UIRR concluded a successful year in 
2013 delivering 3.84% growth in terms of consignments and 4.25% in tonne-kilometres in a 
difficult business environment.  
 
This performance, however, still does not mean that European Combined Transport would  
have overcome the negative consequences of the second contraction caused by the economic 
crisis a year before. Depressed freight rates, attributable to price cuts by fiercely competing 
road hauliers, posed the main challenge of the year. CT Operators are not capitalised to the 
extent that would enable them to match these price cuts driven by extensive unused trucking 
capacities. 
 

CLECAT ATTENDS WORKSHOP ON RAILWAY’S FUTURE IN HIGH DENSITY AREAS 
 
On 21st May 2014, CLECAT attended a workshop on railway’s future in high density areas, 
central areas and large cities organised by the partners of the European Seventh Framework 
Programme’s project entitled LivingRAIL. 
 
The aim of the project, which started in December 2012 and will last until May 2015, is to 
develop a vision for what a modern European railway system could look like in 2050. The 
project will develop practical measures and recommendations showing possible pathways for 
implementing a modern European railway system. This roadmap will be addressed mainly to 
policy makers and the railway sector. The LivingRAIL project is coordinated by the Fraunhofer 
Institute (Germany). 
 

http://internationaltransportforum.org/Pub/pdf/13MQguide.pdf
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Participants, representing technical universities, railway operators and traders, discussed the 
main possible features of a modern EU railway network in 2050. The discussions focused on 
the attractiveness of rail transport, its reliability, prices, and use of ICT in order to facilitate 
passengers and freight transport. It was also repeated that interoperability would be crucial 
for the future of the sector. 
 
CLECAT supported the different ideas aiming at modernising the railway system in Europe. It 
stressed that the attractiveness of the rail sector would come together with interoperability 
and fair competition, claiming that this kind of measures would be much more efficient than 
penalising any other mean of transport, such as road transport, with higher taxation. 
 

More information on the LivingRAIL project available HERE. 
 

AVIATION 

 

EESC CONFERENCE ON AN INTEGRATED EUROPEAN AVIATION POLICY 
 
CLECAT participated on 19 May in a conference entitled “Civil Society calls for an Integrated 
European Aviation Policy – who is responding?” organised by the European Economic and 
Social Committee (EESC). The purpose of this event was to discuss the need for a true 
integration of the European aviation policy as a possible way to overcome the current 
challenges of the sector. 
 
The event was attended by stakeholders from the air transport value chain, as well as 
representatives of workers, NGOs and consumers.  Siim Kallas, Commissioner for Transport 
and Vice President of the European Commission, provided the keynote speech stressing the 
importance to find the synergies among actors in the aviation sector to increase the prospects 
for growth that are so badly needed. In addition, the Single European Sky project needs to be 
endorsed by Member States which in the long run will contribute to the saving of 3 billion 
euros each year. 
 
The two main panels were composed of high-level speakers representing the Association of 
European Airlines (AEA), Eurocontrol, the International Air Carrier Association (IACA) and the 
European Transport Workers´ Federation (ETF), among others.  The main conclusions of the 
discussions were: all elements of the EU aviation value chain need to work together; there is a 
need for a more pragmatic and less political legislation for aviation; the regulation of airports 
is also an important issue to be tackled; workers’ rights must be include when speaking about 
civil aviation. 
  
Click here to access the speeches and presentations of the event 
 

EC PUBLISHES A REPORT ON APPLICATION OF EU RULES ON AIRPORT CHARGES 
 
The European Commission released on 19 May a report on Member States' application of EU 
rules on airport charges — the fees airlines pay to airports for the use of runways and 
terminals. Airport charges are estimated to account for up to 10% of airlines' operating costs, 
which are ultimately paid by paid, indirectly, by passengers and freight customers via the 
ticket price or freight forwarding fee.  
 

http://www.livingrail.eu/
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.events-and-activities-eu-aviation-policy-presentations
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By ensuring that airports price their facilities according to market principles, the directive 
helps passengers get value for money when they fly from European airports. The directive 
currently applies to around 75 airports in the European Economic Area. 
 
The report shows that since the introduction of the rules in 2011, larger European airports 
have become more transparent when taking decisions about these charges. In general, 
consultations between airports and airlines, as required by the directive, are now being 
carried out and Member States' independent supervisory authorities have been set up. 
However, problems identified at a number of important airports show that the directive has 
not been applied consistently across the EU and further monitoring of the situation is needed. 
Largely as a result of the development of a true European aviation market and the competition 
that this has brought, EU airports have gone through an important transformation of their 
businesses, which also has an impact on the setting of airport charges. 
 
In order to promote a more consistent application of the directive and more cooperation 
among Member States' independent supervisory authorities, the Commission is establishing 
the Thessaloniki Forum of Airport Charges Regulators. The first meeting of this forum, hosted 
by the Greek Presidency of the Council of the European Union, will take place in Thessaloniki 
on 13 June. The forum will meet regularly in the future. 
 
Click here to access the report 
Source: European Commission 
 

CUSTOMS 
 

LIST OF THE PRODUCTS FOR WHICH A DUTY SUSPENSION COULD BE GRANTED PUBLISHED 
 
The 19th May 2014, DG TAXUD released a notice entitled “New round of requests for the 
suspension of the autonomous Common Customs Tariff duties on certain industrial and 
agricultural products” where it informs economic operators that the list of the products for 
which a duty suspension is currently prepared has been published on its website. 
 
DG TAXUD states that economic operators have the possibility to make objections against new 
requests before 17 June 2014 which is the date of the second scheduled meeting of the 
Economic Tariff Questions Group. It advises economic operators to consult the list regularly in 
order to be informed on the status as the requests. 
 
As a reminder, the suspensions adopted on the basis of Article 31 of the Treaty of the 
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) constitute an exception to the normal state of 
affairs (application of normal customs duty rate) since, during the period of validity of the 
measure and for an unlimited quantity they permit the total (total suspension) or partial 
waiver (partial suspension) of the normal duties applicable to imported goods (anti-dumping 
duties are not affected by these suspensions). 
 
In this context, it should be pointed out that goods imported under the suspension 
arrangements are in free circulation and enjoy freedom of movement throughout the 
European Union (EU). Furthermore, once a suspension is granted, normally any operator in 
any Member State is eligible to benefit from it. The main purpose of tariff suspensions is to 

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/airports/airport_charges_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-567_en.htm
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enable Union enterprises to use raw materials, semi-finished goods or components without 
being required to pay the normal duties laid down in the common customs tariff. 
 

The notice published by the European Commission is available HERE. The lists of the 

suspensions currently in force and in preparation are available HERE. 

 
GENERAL  

 
CLECAT IN PANEL ON SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT AT ITF SUMMIT 2014 
 
CLECAT’s Director General Nicolette van der Jagt participated in a panel event earlier this week 
at the ITF in Leipzig organised by the Freight and Logistics Leaders Forum.  In response to the 
practical problems and issues related to sustainable supply chains of a number of big shippers, 
CLECAT was tasked to translate these issues into what is needed from the policy makers.  
Shippers included  

 John Riley, Vice President Global Accounts, CHEP, United Kingdom 
 Andreas Georg, Head of Global International Transport, MARS, Germany 
 Theo Zwygers, Director Supply Chain EAI, LYONDELLBASELL, Netherlands 
 Mats Boll, Director Transport Policies, VOLVO, Sweden 

 
Ms van der Jagt called for harmonisation and standardisation, education and investment in 
logistics  vocational training.  Also policy makers should continue to focus on trade facilitation 
and logistics connectivity, she said.  Insufficient infrastructure capacity is equally an important 
element, but the optimisation of process and the introduction of trade facilitation instruments 
all play a crucial role. She concluded by noted that private/public partnership are not the 
solutions to all issues. In particular there is almost nothing that the private sector can do to 
ensure the alignment of legislative measures, notably in areas such a Customs, security, trade 
control, if governments do not embrace this approach wholeheartedly. Mutual recognition 
agreements, regional and multilateral agreements will be powerful engines pushing toward 
development if governments will adopt them.  
 
Reference was made to the joint position paper of FIATA and CLECAT submitted to the ITF.  
HTTP://2014.INTERNATIONALTRANSPORTFORUM.ORG/RESOURCES 
 

SUMMIT OF MINISTERS CALLS FOR MORE GLOBAL CO-OPERATION IN TRANSPORT POLICY 
 
Leipzig, Germany – Ministers of Transport from around the world have called for more 
international co-operation to create transport systems for the needs of a changing world. 
 
“Global transformational change is a characteristic of our age”, ministers from the 54 member 
countries of the International Transport Forum (ITF) state in a declaration agreed today at 
their Annual Summit in Leipzig, Germany.  Noting the impact of megatrends like demographic 
change, digitalisation, shifting trade flows and climate change, the ministerial declaration 
states:   
 
“In this environment of transformation, policymakers are facing greater levels of uncertainty in 
decision making, with the speed, nature, intensity and timing of change in recent years 
occurring beyond what has been expected.”  
 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52014XC0415(02)&from=EN
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/dds2/susp/susp_home.jsp?Lang=en
http://2014.internationaltransportforum.org/resources
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“The reality of governing in this interconnected world requires greater emphasis on 
international and regional co-operation as well as information sharing, and suggests that 
policymakers should work together more effectively to adopt common policy responses.” 
“While adapting to these global economic and societal phenomena, transport itself is also a 
driver of change, as innovation in the sector opens new frontiers. In this way, transport is itself 
defining new landscapes of opportunity for a greener and more inclusive economy and 
society.” Ministers in their declaration also issued a “call for development as appropriate of 
international standards for implementing new technologies alongside agreed safety and 
privacy protocols.”   
 
The full text of the ‘Declaration from Ministers on Transport for a Changing World’ can be 
downloaded here: HTTP://WWW.INTERNATIONALTRANSPORTFORUM.ORG/PRESS/PDFS/2014-05-22-
DECLARATION.PDF 
 

DUTCH START-UP SHARE PRESTIGIOUS INNOVATION AWARD 
 
HCI has received the ITF award for their 4FOLD ISO-certified foldable container, which 
significantly reduces the economic and environmental cost of empty container shipment. 
Ocean carriers spend about €25 billion a year on repositioning empty containers to the point 
of their next cargo. On average 20% of the containers transported on sea, and 40% 
transported on land are empty. This economic inefficiency cuts into shipping lines profitability 
and increases unfavourable greenhouse gas and fine particle emissions. The costs and 
environmental issues caused by this empty transport can be significantly lowered when 
shipping lines use foldable containers.  
 
The 4FOLD is the first 40ft HC foldable container in the world that has passed the ISO 
certification test. When empty it can be folded to a quarter of its height. Four folded 
containers can be bundled to the same dimensions as a standard container. Folding and 
unfolding of the container takes about four minutes and is done with standard lifting 
equipment.  
 
A pilot project running between the Netherlands and Spain found that the costs of the empty 
transport were reduced to such an extent that it is cheaper to use a container in a multimodal 
setup than to use a truck on the road. Use of the foldable container therefore stimulates 
modal shift in a natural way. 
 
"The 4FOLD foldable container provides a solution to one of the largest issues in present day 
transport - the issue of empty container movements and the related environmental impact", 
said Simon Bosschieter, CEO of Holland Container Innovations, the company behind the 4FOLD 
design. "We are proud to win this prestigious award and aim to leverage the exposure to 
further expand our global client base in shipping and rail." 
 
Ms Lidewijde Ongering, Director-General for Mobility and Transport in the Dutch Ministry of 
Infrastructure and the Environment, who will present the award to HCI added: “Empty 
containers are inefficient: they carry nothing but air and take up a lot of space. The foldable 
containers developed by Holland Container Innovations are a fantastic solution: they take up 
less space and make container transport much more efficient. That’s good for the economy 
and good for the environment!” 
 
More about the winners at WWW.INTERNATIONALTRANSPORTFORUM.ORG/2014/AWARDS 

http://www.internationaltransportforum.org/Press/PDFs/2014-05-22-Declaration.pdf
http://www.internationaltransportforum.org/Press/PDFs/2014-05-22-Declaration.pdf
http://www.internationaltransportforum.org/2014/awards
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2ND
 STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP ON STANDARDIZED CARBON FOOTPRINT METHODOLOGY  

 
The European Commission is organising the second stakeholder workshop on standardized 
Carbon Footprint Methodology on 4 July 2014.  The workshop aims to present the results of 
the current public consultation as well as of the impact assessment of policy options for 
harmonizing carbon footprint approaches and improving their application in passenger and 
freight transport. 
 
CLECAT has participated actively in the Commission’s study entitled “Introduction of a 
standardized Carbon Footprint Methodology.”  Last year, CLECAT provided a reply to a 
questionnaire in preparation for the first stakeholder workshop (November 2013), and is 
currently preparing its submission of the public consultation on the subject, due on 13 June 
2014.  
 
A clear conclusion from the first workshop was the rejection from most participants to see a 
mandatory CO2 calculation scheme at EU level.  Although there is currently lack of 
standardisation and guidance on how to use a carbon footprint calculator, imposing an 
obligatory methodology at this point is not the solution. 
 
The date of the conclusion of the study has been pushed to autumn 2014.   
 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 

 5-6 June, CORE Kick-off meeting, Delft 

 12-13 June, UNECE workshop "Role of freight forwarders and logistics in intermodal 
transport chains", Brussels 

 4 July, 2nd Stakeholder workshop on standardized Carbon Footprint Methodology, 
Brussels 

 
.CLECAT MEETINGS. 
 
Board and General Assembly 

 3rd June, Brussels 
Customs and Indirect Taxation Institute  

 13th June, Stockholm 
Board and General Assembly 

NEW Security Institute 

 22 October (morning), Genoa, Italy 
NEW Air Freight Institute 

 22 October (afternoon) , Genoa, Italy 
NEW Maritime Institute  

 23 October (morning) , Genoa, Italy 
FREIGHT FORWARDERS FORUM  

 6 November, WCO, Brussels 
Board and General Assembly  

 7 November, WCO, Brussels 
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.EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT. 
 
Transport and Tourism Committee Meeting 

 7 July 

 22 July 
 

Plenary Session 

 1-3 July 
 

COUNCIL    
 
Transport Council:  5 June 2014 


